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New Background Information available
In the recent months, a number of new court decisions in Germany consolidated the right to
clean air. Not only Germany has made progress regarding the right to clean air. But all over
Europe, a lot has developed. That is why the LIFE Project Legal Actions - Right to Clean Air
updated its English background information with a special focus on the European situation and
added new examples of legal actions around Europe.
If you are interested in the different situations and cases in the Netherlands, Austria, Belgium,
the Czech Republic, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden and UK,
you can find the publication here.
Additionally, we translated the publication to reach more multipliers in other European
countries. With a special regard to the situation in Hungary, Poland, Spain, France and Italy, you
can now find information in the respective language also on our website (https://www.right-toclean-air.eu/en/library/).
There is also an updates publication providing detailed information on each and every DUH clean
air lawsuit in Germany. The German “Hintergrundpapier” is available here.
To keep our website and publications updated we are happy for your input about current legal
cases or infringement proceedings and your activities on air quality in your member state. Please
share your input.

You can’t stop breathing – short film on air pollution
Air pollution is not the problem of some isolated hotspots or
particular group of persons. Recent data shows that we face a
problem that covers entire cities, including smaller ones and
suburbs. We produced a short clip to raise the awareness of
the fact, that everyone is affected. If you haven’t seen it
already, have a look here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtNzqJGOGhU
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